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FLAG-RAISING IN LITTLE MANILA

Proud Moment
for Filipinos
The scene that unfolded in Toronto's Little Manila at Bathurst St. and Wilson Ave. on Sunday, June 10, 2018, topped
all Filipino events in Greater Toronto Area in significance
and could have been the rallying point for advancing the
cause of unity. It was the ceremony that saw the Philippine flag being raised up a temporary flagpole to mark two
important events - one, the City's declaration of June of
every year as Filipino Heritage Month, and two, the celebration of the 120th year of Philippine independence from
Spain. That it took place in what has emerged as the traditional Filipino hub in Canada's largest city added more
substance to the occasion.
Guests led by Toronto Mayor John Tory at historic Philippine flag-raising at Toronto’s Little Manila.

Canada's Grant of Status to Claimant
Boosts Smear Campaign Against INC
A former unordained minister of Iglesia ni Cristo who took flight to Canada and given
refugee status now wages a smear campaign against the church in social media to
further justify his stay and be given permanent residency there. The church wonders who was manipulating his moves even as it strongly denies his accusations
aired in mainstream and local media in Canada.

FULL STORY ON PAGE 3

PIDC’s Mabuhay Festival
Marks 20th Year Aug 25-26
The Philippine Independence Day Council
(PIDC), one of the pioneer organizations in
the Filipino community in the Greater Toronto Area, will celebrate the 20th
year of its Mabuhay Festival with
a slew of activities in August.
The festival, a brainchild of
Mrs. Norma Carpio, former
PIDC president who recently
stepped down to give way to
a new set of leaders, was
first staged in 1998 as part of
the observance of the centennial of Philippine independence.
Over the years, Mabuhay Festival became
the breeding ground for community lead-

ers, beauty queens, and volunteers. It is
now the entertainment mainstay of PIDC.
Its ability to showcase Philippine cultural heritage through songs and
dances has become a template of
many community organizations
in the GTA, which basically
copied its presentations and
programming.
"The Mabuhay Festival is my
legacy," said Mrs. Carpio in a
recent interview.
The schedule of festivities to mark the
milestone on Aug 25-26 is still being
finalized.

Philippines’ Biggest Fast-Food Chain Making Waves in Canada

Jollibee set to open 100
stores in Canada in 5 years
FULL STORY ON PAGE 4

FULL STORY ON PAGE 3

Trudeau to Trump:
Canada No Pushover
By Teresa Torralba
As we prepare to observe
Canada Day on July 1, its
151st year, it's empowering to see Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau stand up to
our southern neighbor's
bullying.
I basically agree with what
he told US President Donald Trump that Canada
"will not be pushed
around".
The moment I heard it on
newscasts, I secretly applauded
Mr.
Trudeau,
thanking him for articulating the inner voice of all of
us wanting to remind Mr.
Trump that though we are
generous to a fault, we will
not swallow insults.
Canada has fought wars in
Europe in defense of liberties and helped in rehabilitating other countries to
restore order. But Canada
has never endeavoured to
be the world's policeman,
as the US does. And we
won't be a slave either.
Canada Day gives us a moment to view ourselves in
the light of many developments around the world. As
a person born in another
country and prospered in
Canada - and I don't mean

materially - I embrace the
fullness and spirit of the
many freedoms we enjoy
here.
Like Mr. Trudeau's Canada,
I will not be pushed
around. And I will see to it
that the freedom that
comes with being Canadian
is protected and defended
at all costs.
It's the same with my home
country, the Philippines,
which, incidentally, celebrated its 120th year of
independence from imperial colonizer Spain on June
12.
As both Filipino and Canadian, I am proud of the heritage I inherited from birth,
and prouder still for that
heritage's full flowering in
this adopted country. I, and
thousands of others in situations like mine, could not
(Continued on page 3)
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Statement by the Prime
Minister on Philippine
Independence Day
The Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, issued the following
statement on Philippine Independence Day:
“Today, we join the Filipino community in Canada and
around the world to mark the 120th anniversary of Philippine Independence.
“Canada is home to a dynamic community of over
837,000 people of Philippine origin. The bonds between
Canadians and Filipinos are the foundation of the CanadaPhilippines relationship.
“Canada will continue to
work with the Philippines
to build closer ties between
our two countries.
“On behalf of the Government of Canada, I invite all
Canadians to reflect on the
important
contributions
that Filipino Canadians
have made to our national
fabric, and wish all those
celebrating a happy Independence Day.

“Mabuhay!”

Proud Moment
For Filipinos

TORONTO - A proud moment that got lost in the
maze of community celebrations happened on Sunday, June 10, 2018, at a parkette in Little Manila, the
unofficial hub of Filipino
community activities in
Canada's largest city.
The significance might not
have been immediately recognized by many Filipinos
already accustomed to such
events, but to Mayor John
Tory, he brought the stature and the prestige of his
office to show how meaningful that ceremony was in
multicultural Canada.
The Philippine flag was
hoisted up a temporary
flagpole side by side with
Canada's and let to fly for
the duration of the program at Bathurst-Willson
Parkette, the small open-air
public facility southeast of
the junction bearing the
names of the intersecting
streets.
The mayor was the keynote
speaker although there

“Everything we hear is an
opinion, not a fact. Everything we see is a perspective, not the truth.” ―
Marcus Aurelius, Meditations
TORONTO - In the eyes of
Philippine Christian group
Iglesia ni Cristo (INC or
Church of Christ), a former
member's social media attacks are a smear to ruin its
reputation and enhance his
status as a refugee in Canada.
To the expelled member identified in documents as
Lowell Menorca II - his
flight from INC's clutches
was to save his life and his
family's.

“Maligayang Araw ng
Kalayaan!

“It is easy to see the glow
but hard to recognize the
awakening of silence.” ―
Dejan Stojanovic

Refugee in Smear
Campaign vs INC?

were other guests, including MPs (members of Parliament) Michael Levitt,
Marco Mendicino, and Rob
Oliphant; MPP Roman Baber, Councillor James Pasternak, and Philippine Consul Edwin Gil Mendoza.
From what I was told by
Ms. Teresa Torralba, the
brains behind the event,
the Office of Mayor Tory
had initially declined her
invitation because of previous commitments. A day or
two later, she got a call informing her that the mayor
had reconsidered and was
in fact coming to speak at
the flag-raising rite.
What made him change his
mind is open to interpretation. To me, however, it
was the realization that
something had to give way
to accord the full respect
for the Filipino community
which has made untold
contributions to the city.
Only Mayor Tory could do
that. Besides, his presence
was in keeping with the
recent act of the City Council declaring June of every
year (starting 2018) Filipino
(Continued on page 5)

The latter's claim is just
one of the many familiar
episodes - some are real,
and some are fabricated to enter Canada for a variety of reasons by people
wishing a good life out of
their home countries.
Whether true or not, Menorca's story against the
INC has caught the attention of CBC News which
reported, quoting the Immigration and Refugee
Board (IRB) of Canada, that
the
"Philippines-based
church has 'means and motivation' to kill refugee if
returned".
The IRB is further quoted
by CBC News that the
church
with
chapters
across Canada "is motivated by a vendetta" against
Menorca - a charge firmly
denied by INC.
The CBC News reported
that Menorca accused INC
members of abducting him,
detaining him and his family, and threatening his life
and that of his family - allegations that were again repudiated by INC.
Soon after CBC News
broadcast the story, other
media outlets have joined
the bandwagon in what
seems like an orchestrated
attack to discredit the third

Trudeau to TrumpCanada No Push..
(Continued from page 1)

be any luckier.

Façade of INC church in Quezon City, Philippines.

largest church in the Philippines.
Menorca's declaration of
imminent danger to his life
in the homeland has led the
IRB to grant him refugee
status - a decision that raises political questions, one
of which is public safety in
the Philippines.
Allegations of extra-judicial
killings involving hundreds
of drug addicts and criminals from the time former
Davao City Mayor Rodrigo
Duterte took over as President of the Philippines in
June 2016 might have bolstered Menorca's narrative.
While Menorca may have a
valid reason to leave the
country for Canada, it's
mostly personal, not political, not religious, as he had
put forth in his application
before the IRB, informed
sources explained.
His convenient justification
was that the INC had expelled him before he fled to
Canada in 2016 for acts
that run contrary to its
teachings, particularly his
alleged "false accusations"
in social media, according
to documents made available to this reporter.
Menorca not only disrespected the Philippine judicial system when he fled
the country, he also failed
to exhaust local remedies
available to him, the
sources said.
Having done that, Menorca
should not be allowed to
As a Canadian of Filipino
descent, I am truly happy,
and honoured, that the City
of Toronto has chosen to
gift us with a recognition
befitting a people who have
contributed to expanding
the values we all cherish.

seek the very same remedies in Canada or any other
foreign State, the sources
stated.
Further, the grant of refugee status to Menorca creates an unfair judgment on
the Philippines' capability
to protect its nationals.
Menorca's whereabouts are
unknown.
Unconfirmed
reports, however, said his
place of residence is in Vancouver, British Columbia.
His phone number, email
address, and house address
are not immediately available.
Menorca has utilized social
media, particularly Facebook, to support his campaign against INC, and also
as a tool to boost his claim
of persecution. He is reportedly petitioning to be
given permanent resident
status.
Menorca's media appearances and interviews prior
to his departure for Vietnam and then to Canada
belied his own claim of being abducted and threatened, according to informed sources.
The question surfaces: did
Menorca manipulate the
media and choreograph his
movements?
(This article is republished
here with the permission of
the author. - Editor)
By Romeo P. Marquez
Editor, The Filipino Web
Channel

June as Filipino Heritage
Month in Toronto is just as
meaningful as Philippine
Independence Day and
Canada Day. On those three
occasions, there's a singularity of purpose - the celebration of freedom. ∎
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Jollibee set to open 100
stores in Canada in 5 years
On the eve of the 120th
Philippine Independence
Day, Jollibee Foods Corporation (JFC) announced an
aggressive expansion in
Canada: 100 stores in the
next 5 years.
In a televised CityNews report, JFC CEO Ernesto Tanmantiong announced, “Our
next store will be in Mississauga. That will be our
fourth store in Canada.
We’re planning to open
100 stores in the next five
years.”
The Toronto location is the
third Jollibee location in
Canada, after two opened
in Winnipeg. There are
plans for locations in Edmonton and Mississauga,
Ont.
The 2016 Census found
that there are 837,130 people of Filipino origin in
Canada, with 337,760 in
Ontario and 81 per cent of
those in the Greater Toronto Area
.
Jollibee is a Filipino-style
fast food restaurant with
American-influenced dishes specializing in burgers,
spaghetti in sweet sauce,
crispy chicken and some
local Filipino dishes. Jollibee's Filipino fare includes burgers, fries and
peach mango pies. What’s
surprising is that even Jolibee’s palabok (noodle
with
flavourful
sauce

JFC CEO Ernesto Tanmantiong with Jolibee’s iconic mascot

topped with ground pork,
crushed fried pork rinds
and shrimp), with strong
garlicky taste, has won the
approval of non-Filipino
palates.
Jollibee is considered as the
McDonalds of the Philippines. While the latter has
its Ronald McDonald icon,
Jollibee is that large bee
mascot dressed in a colorful blazer, shirt, and a
chef’s hat.
The mascot Jollibee was
designed to epitomize Filipino optimism. Tony Tan,
chairman and founder has
compared the mascot's
character to the Filipino
working folk’s reasoning
that the bee "hops around
and produces sweet things
for life, and is happy even
though it is busy".
And busy is an understatement for the first Toronto
location in Scarborough.

Jose Minana, JFC Group
President for North America, said the company has
been trying to come to Toronto for “many years” but
waited until it found the
right site.
Minana said that while the
restaurant’s products have
“always been tweaked to
the tastes of Filipinos,” non
-Filipinos are “really enjoying the products.”
Still, Minana says he was
amazed to see the lineup.
“We expected a lot of people coming over based on
all the social media feedback,” he said. “But we didn’t expect this kind of a
crowd.”
For Filipino-Canadians, the
news of expansion is as
sweet as its delicious spaghetti.

MP Michael Levitt’s Short Visit

to the Philippines a Success
From May 22 to May 25,
Michael Levitt, M.P. (York
Centre) travelled to Manila,
Philippines as head of a
delegation from the House
of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee to Japan,
Korea and the Philippines
as part of their study on
Canada’s Engagement in
Asia.
“This trip was an immense
success for everyone involved. I was greatly excited to travel to the Philippines, which was a highlight of the trip for me. We
had three very intense days
of meetings, during which
time we got to see a number of incredible sites, including the Rizal Monument, and experience the
wonderful city of Manila.

“Our delegation was successful in strengthening the
Canada-Philippines
relationship through our series
of meetings with government officials and NGOs,
including Foreign Affairs
Secretary Alan Peter Cayetano, House Speaker Pantaleon Alvarez, and Rep.
Ana Cristina Siquian Go,
Chair of the House Committee on Foreign Relations. In
every meeting, I raised with
great pride the strong and
vibrant Filipino community
in York Centre, and the
great contributions of the
Filipino diaspora in Canada.
“We also met with the Family Planning Organisation of
the Philippines, as well as
executives from Jollibee,
including CEO Ernesto Tanmantiong, whom I encouraged to expand Jollibee’s

presence in Canada, especially in Little Manila.
“There was very positive
discussion of opportunities
for partnership between
Canada and the Philippines
across a range of issues. A
specific goal was increasing
Canada’s participation in
Southeast Asia, among the
ASEAN countries.
“Throughout our time in
the Philippines, the delegation was shown exceptional
warmth by both government and civil society. The
keen interest in Canada
expressed by everyone we
met, and the vibrancy and
beauty of the country was
overwhelming. I look forward to returning to the
Philippines in the future.”
∎

A new Philippine future
beside the exodus?
by JEREMAIAH M. OPINIANO

EVERY seventh of June, a
Southeast Asian archipelago
commemorates
the
"heroism" of compatriots
who have been a visible reason for the steady growth of
their motherland's economy.
The celebration is National
Migrant Workers Day, and
the date's historicity is
brought about by the passage of a law to protect the
rights and welfare of overseas Filipinos and their families.
That law, currently coded as
Republic Act 10022 (Migrant
Workers and Overseas Filipinos Act, revised twice),
spells out regulations for
labour migration and lays
out the bureaucratic structure —found at home and
abroad— that ensures safe
and orderly overseas migration. The original law, RA
8042, was a result of the execution of a domestic worker in Singapore, Ms. Flor
Contemplacion, in March
1995. That episode created
diplomatic tension between
the two countries, as well as
national shame for a country
that then had no enabling
law for migrant workers'
protection.
The said law helped the Philippines lay out a program on
labour
export
that
(explicitly) facilitates Filipino workers' overseas placement in destination countries requiring certain skills.
Decades hence, to include
the hard lessons learned
since Contemplacion's execution, the Philippines has
now "excelled" in migration
management.
Filipinos are now in over200 countries and territories, in all sorts of occupations, with their migration
status either legal or irregular. Filipinos have contributed to countries' economic
growth, especially countries
facing demographic shortfalls and labour shortages.
The estimated 10.3 million
overseas Filipinos have
(unfortunately) become the
Philippines' top export.
Their overseas migration is
a response to the search for
more gainful opportunities,
what with the country's agriculture and manufacturing
sectors still struggling and
services being the top draw
for homeland employment
for nearly two decades.
Remittances have been the
reason for overseas Filipinos' symbolic tag as heroes
since a formal labour export
program (given the passage

of a Philippine labour code)
began in 1974. Form the
1970s to the mid-2000s, remittances have helped shore
up the homeland economy's
fiscal issues, mitigated the
impacts of domestic unemployment, and somewhat
help buoy the Philippines'
gross national product. That
period, spanning just over
three decades, saw the Philippines'
macro-economic
growth performance as
"boom and bust" —like a
roller coaster, going up and
down. Meanwhile, there is
rising overseas migration
(including that for overseas
permanent residency, depending on the migration
pathways countries offer to
foreigners) and a concomitant rise of labour, welfare,
human rights and criminal /
civil cases affecting Filipinos
in various hostlands. So with
rising migration and remittances is a perceived growing number of problems facing Filipinos abroad, and the
corollary family-level social
costs.
However, there is a change
in the plot: since the 2008
global economic crisis, the
Philippine economy is now
one of the top economic performers in the world. Sustained gross domestic product growth, with an annual
average of some 6 percent,
these past ten years is slowly buoying the Philippine
economy. Coinciding that is
what some demographers
perceive to be a demographic transition, where old and
young dependents are lesser
and the working force is
bulging in numbers. That
situation gives the Philippines a chance —a 30-year
window, says some demographic projections— to
drum up as many savings
and investments and have
these parked at home. Overseas migration and remittances have been contributing their share to this ongoing demographic transition,
currently
through
buoying local consumption.
Yet one wonders why the
stories are still the same sordid ones? The recent episode the Philippines faced
was a diplomatic standoff
with Kuwait, with the former demanding certain protections and employment
regulations for Filipina domestic workers. This fourmonth saga started off with
the discovered massacre —
body chopped into pieces,
placed in a refrigerator for a
year— of Joanna Demafelis,
angering the tough Presi(Continued on page 7)
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Toronto Mayor John Tory, the historic flag-raising event’s keynote speaker. (ALL PHOTOS BY LARRY TORRES)

Teresa Torralba, host/emcee

Alyssa Datu singing “Isang Lahi” (One Race)

PCCC Board of Directors

Proud Moment for Filipinos
(Continued from page 3)

Heritage Month in the City of Toronto. Similar
declarations are being worked out in both provincial and federal parliaments.
Compared with other Filipino entertainmentthemed events, the flag-raising in Little Manila
was political - an outcry for recognition of a place
in the Canadian universe that could be officially
construed as a haven for Filipinos.
I believe Mayor Tory understands this very well.
He made it clear in his speech that he would see
to it that a permanent pole is installed for the
Philippine tricolor.
"It is this place which is so special where we
should do something here," he stated, taking note
of earlier announcement to rename the park
Mabuhay Garden as a tribute to the area that
gave birth to the hugely phenomenal Taste of Manila street festival.
"I notice that the flagpoles are not yet permanent
so James (City Councillor James Pasternak) and I
got to get to work to get the flagpoles permanent
with the Canadian and Philippine flags flying here
all the time," Mayor Tory said, eliciting applause
from the attendees.
His words are an indication that the effort to

have Little Manila is moving towards official approval by the city. It's also an acknowledgment of
the strength and influence of the Taste of Manila
street festival to attract big crowds to the city as
a tourist destination and thus contributing to its
coffers.

Philippine Independence
Day in Markham
By Mhykel A. Escano

The Philippine flag-raising at the parkette should
be viewed in that context, and not in the perfunctory kind of way flag-raisings are being done by
many organizations, which then could be the reason many Filipinos did not appreciate its significance.
The event on that Sunday, June 10, is loaded with
meanings than what the ordinary, fun-looking,
entertainment-oriented Filipino could see.
Markham Mayor Frank Scarpitti greets the attendees.

In the near future, we will see the Philippine flag
fly outside of Philippine diplomatic posts in Canada. Once in a park, it'll be another proud moment
for us. It'll be the ultimate recognition. It'll be an
acknowledgment that we have arrived! (By Romy
Márquez. Reprinted with permission.)

“He who does not know how to look back at where he came from
will never get to his destination.”
- Dr. Jose P. Rizal, Philippine National Hero

On Sunday, June 10, the Markham Federation of
Filipino Canadians held their 120th Philippine
Independence Day celebration at the Markham
Civic Centre. The day started with an annual flag
raising ceremony, speeches from dignitaries
from different levels of government, the groundbreaking ceremony for the monument of Filipino national hero Dr. Jose P. Rizal, and finished
(Continued on page 6)
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The Filipino Centre’s Annual Pistahan Sa Toronto

The Filipino Centre’s Board of Directors at their annual Pistahan sa Toronto held June 16 & 17 at Nathan Philip’s Square. PHOTO by WAVES.

cultural Filipino songs to
current Pop hits today.

PHL Independence
Day in Markham
(Continued from page 5)

with food and entertainment at the MFFC Centre.
The Philippine flag will be
raised at the Markham Civic
Centre for one week to
commemorate the 120th
anniversary of Independence. Markham Mayor
Frank Scarpitti, Markham
Councillor Alex Chiu, Honorable Counsel General
Rosalita S. Prospero, MP Special guests include PHL Senator JV Ejercito (3rd from L).
Mary Ng, Councillor and
dines and other dignitaries the partnership between
MPP Elect Logan Kanapathi,
were also present during the City of Markham and
York Region Catholic Board
the ceremony.
the
Filipino-Canadians
Trustee Marlene Mogado
within the city.
and Senator Arisito Estrada After the flag raising ceregave opening speeches dur- mony, the commemoration The celebration continued
ing the flag raising com- continued in Box Grove at the MFFC Centre at 1151
memoration. Mr. Andy Tay- Community Park where the Denison Street, where food
lor CAO, Mr. Stephen Chair ground-breaking ceremony and entertainment were
Director Economic Develop- at Luneta Gardens of the provided by the MFFC
ment & Culture, Regional statue of Filipino national Youth Performing Arts
Councillor Nirmala Arm- hero Dr. Jose P. Rizal took Group and the MFFC Senstrong, Councillor Don place. A full-size monument iors. Performances included
Hamilton,
MFFC
Co- of Dr. Rizal will be the main group and individual dancchairperson Yolanda La- attraction, this exemplifies es and songs, ranging from

To understand why the annual Philippine Independence Day Celebration is
such an important event,
Japanese-Chinese Canadian
youth performer simply
said, “I have always been so
interested in the Filipino
cultural traditions and heritage. I’m grateful that I had
the amazing opportunity to
attend this public event. I
was able to witness traditional
dances,
cultural
songs, and try amazing Filipino food and dessert!”
Philippine
Independence

Day is a creative way to celebrate Filipino culture in
Canada, even to those who
are not immersed in it.
The Philippine Independence Day Celebration is the
first of many performances
for the Youth Performing
Arts Group’s summer programme. They will be performing at the Taste of Asia
on Saturday June 23rd at
3:00 PM, and Canada Day
on Sunday July 1st at Milne
Park. For more information
on the installation of the
monument
and
other
events, go to www.mffc.ca.

Financial Services You Can Trust
Onette recently completed 29 years with Canada Life as an Information
Technology (IT) Manager. Her vast experience in the IT Field coupled
with her amazing interpersonal skills has led her to a new chapter of
opportunities in the Financial Services industry.
With entrepreneurial spirit yearning to help others, Onette has since
completed her government licenses and opened her very own office in
Etobicoke. She has embarked on providing an opportunity for individuals willing to learn, be trained, and obtain a government license, and
more importantly, the ability to earn lucrative income.
In a short period of time, Onette has made great strides in her new role
and has been requested as special speaker at seminars in the GTA.
You know what they say, “when someone is soaring with success, one
must latch on for the ride”.
Get into it. Call 647.937.7848

Teresa Torralba, PUBLISHER
Mon Torralba, Managing Editor
Rolando Mangante, Marketing/Account Executive
Office: 1002-650 Queens Quay West, Toronto ON M5V 3N2
For advertising: filipinonewswaves@gmail.com
647 718-1360
For Editorial Submissions: wavesnews247@gmail.com
647 707-7201

Onette Mendoza

Waves News is published monthly by Mentor Productions and distributed free in the Greater
Toronto Area and vicinities. Editorial or advertising inquiries may be sent directly to
wavesnews247@gmail.com. Articles are copyrighted by their authors. Any re-posting or republication online or in print is prohibited without the written permission by Waves News and
its editors. While submissions are welcome, the editors reserve the right to refuse and/or edit
unsolicited materials. Any publication included in this newspaper and/or opinions expressed
therein do not necessarily reflect the views of WAVES News and its publishers, but remain
solely those of the author(s).
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A New Philippine
future ...exodus
(Continued from page 4)

dent Rodrigo Duterte. After a
deployment ban and Kuwait's own issues with Philippine diplomatic authorities, a memorandum of
agreement on hiring domestic workers was signed just
last month and diplomatic
relations have been restored.
Implementation by Kuwaiti
authorities is another matter.
For decades now, Filipinos
abroad are still seen as those
women who have found
dates online and migrated
for economic security; of
women as "lowly" domestic
workers or as abused spouses even after they got permanent residency; of men who
are trafficked into occupations different from what
was initially in their work
contracts. Filipinos have also
been seen as the bearers of
the Christian faith; the workers with a more caring attitude; the workforce who can
endure tough work conditions just to earn more and
please employers; as the behaved foreigners in certain
host country societies.
Yet what is baffling is that

the storylines of the Filipino
migration saga are still perceived to be the same even
in the age of social media.
Filipinos abroad being lured
by Philippine real property
companies is so 2000s. The
sending of boxes with souvenir items (called balikbayan
boxes
[balikbayan
is
"returning home" in Filipino]) is already a generation
old. Some Filipinos abroad
continue to display pity at
their compatriots who are in
less-skilled occupations in
certain host countries, with
pity masqueraded as empathy.
Filipinos' overseas migration
has already brought about
socio-cultural, economic and
institutional changes in Philippine society, sociologist
and historian Filomeno Aguilar, Jr. writes in his anthology The Migration Revolution
(2014). Class structures
have been reconfigured.
That is the current scene of
the Filipino migration phenomenon.
Given the current era of a
Philippine economy that's in
a demographic transition
which runs side-by-side with
overseas migration, what
can be the new Philippine
future beside the exodus?
Can new stories about Filipinos abroad be told instead of
sticking to usual tales?

Will Filipino food, for example, be mainstreamed in host
societies and capture the
imagination of nostalgic and
curious foreign taste buds?
Will there be more of a new
breed of Filipino migrant
entrepreneurs braving the
riskier agricultural sector
back home, while Filipino
banks are averse in handing
out credit to that sector?
With social media easily
bridging transnational Filipino families, what kinds of
family rearing tales have we
not heard from those who
endured parental separation
and found successes? In
some Filipino rural communities, kinship and community embeddedness mitigate
the risks of migration's family-level social costs. With
Japan having a long history
of Filipinas going there as
entertainers in night clubs,
and that migration pathway
stopped over a decade ago,
have the Japanese of today
looked at Filipinos differently?
How many more Filipinos
will become elected leaders
in countries that realized
these first elected migrant
leaders, like the United
States, New Zealand, Korea
or Canada?
(Continued on page 8)

YOU ARE ALL INVITED
DEVOTION TO
OUR LADY OF PENAFRANCIA
2018 Our Lady of Penafrancia Novena
Our Lady of the Assumption Church
2565 Bathurst St., Toronto ON
The 6th month Novena Devotions
to the Virgin of Penafrancia will be on

Sunday, June 17, 2018 (3rd Sunday of June 2018)
Starts at 1:30 pm
Rosary and Novena prayers
Followed by the Holy Mass
Refreshments, Kumustahan at the Rectory grounds

SPONSORS FOR THIS MONTH
Devotees of
the Virgin of Penafrancia
from CAMARINES SUR
c/o Nancy Magistrado Family
416 835-7539

We encourage all Bicolanos to attend and participate in the sponsorship of this novena to the Virgin, for abundant blessings for all
the provinces of the Bicol Region, especially for the province of
Catanduanes.
Camarines
Sur.
Our Lady of the Virgin of Penafrancia is the Patroness of the BICOL
region. SHE listens and loves
Loves us
us all
all !! Viva
Viva la
la Virgen
Virgen !!
For more information, please call :
Jenifer Amaranto
416 781-3105
Nancy
Felix and
Magistrado
Mayette Reyes 905
416 896-4958
835-7539
Paeng Nebres
416 618-1362

Feast Day Saturday Sept 15, 2018
Fluvial Parade, Mass & Fellowship
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CELEBRATION WAVES
Happy 60th Birthday Tony Mendoza!

The happy celebrant with his lovely wife Nancy and mom, Gloria Mendoza (left photo). Present were
his siblings and in-laws (top photo L-R) Mon, Vicky, Teresa Nancy, Aurora, celebrant Tony, Onette &
Philip. Special guests also include the Mabilangan families.

“Remember to celebrate milestones
as you prepare for the road ahead.”
NELSON MANDELA

A New Philippine
future ...exodus
(Continued from page 7)

Have you heard of a fullblooded Australian being
deeply affected by the ongoing Philippine war on drugs
and helping resolve a Filipino relative's drug-related
woes? Or what about some
Filipinas, already permanent
residents and naturalized
citizens in a destination
country, dating with compatriot seafarers docking on
some ports?
There can be a myriad of
good and bad tales about the
overseas Filipino. People
aspire for more pleasant stories, especially since Filipinos are known for extending
their personal boundaries
and fits of empathy. Filipinos
also aspire for less of the
tear-jerking stories —from
abused domestic workers to
Filipino permanent residents
who are duping compatriots
on temporary work visas.
With Filipinos abroad now
an influential force for their

motherland, and them being
exposed to better systems
abroad, how can gruesome
migration tales be changed
for the better?
The homeland and its institutions, especially the Philippine government, have their
work cut out to fulfill ambitions of comfortable living
for Filipinos. But so do Filipinos abroad: they can chart
newer tales and tumble
down ageing stereotypes of
themselves. That will be
through the love they usually
show to their families,
through better remittance
management, through improved and sustained relations with locals in host
countries, and through a renewed sense of Filipino citizenship even while they're
away.

Fiesta Filipina Dance Troupe’s gala night with special guest, Senator JV Ejercito (standing 4th from L)

.

TO ADVERTISE WITH WAVES
647-718-1360
FILIPINONEWSWAVES@GMAIL.COM
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OMNI Television to
Broadcast Blue Jays
Baseball in Tagalog
National multilingual service OMNI Television to air Blue Jays game in
Tagalog, every Saturday starting this summer

TORONTO (June 1, 2018) – Canada’s multilingual communities are
about to get a front-row seat at the
ballgame! Building on OMNI’s already diverse and wide range of
programming, Canada’s baseball
team is coming to OMNI Television
with Saturday games in Tagalog on
OMNI.2, OMNI BC, OMNI Alberta
and OMNI Regional. Offered nationally on all digital basic television packages, Blue Jays on OMNI
builds on the success of OMNI’s
Hockey Night in Canada: Punjabi
Edition series to further increase
the unique programming offerings
to Canada’s ethnic and thirdlanguage communities through the
addition of even more premium
sports programming.
“OMNI Television continues to
evolve the range of programming it
offers, and we are excited to be
bringing our audiences Canada’s
baseball team in our first-ever
baseball broadcast in a third language,” said Manuel Fonseca, Director, OMNI, Lifestyle & Entertainment Production, Rogers Media.

“At OMNI, we recognize the need
for diverse programming that connects our viewers to all facets of
Canadian culture, and through leveraging the power of our combined
assets at Rogers Media, we’re
building on an already strong and
dynamic schedule that weaves together the best in world-class multilingual content.”
Blue Jays on OMNI will air home
and away games live every Saturday, using Sportsnet’s feed. More
details, including on-air commentators and date of the first broadcast, will be announced at a later
date.

SATURDAY - July 21, 2018

Guelph Rod & Gun Club
4877 Wellington County
Rd 29, Eden Mills ON
Info & tickets, call Lito 647 894.3412 or Lino 416 885.5028

ADVERTISE WITH WAVES
filpinonewswaves@gmail.com
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HEALTH & NUTRITION

Coconut Oil For Hair
Loss: Use This Magic
Potion For Happy And
Healthy Tresses
Coconut oil has been an age-old remedy for numerous hair problems
Hair loss can be due to many reasons
Coconut oil to your rescue and ensure a healthy hair growth
Sarika Rana

Coconut oil has been an age-old
remedy for numerous hair problems; be it hair loss, dry scalp or
hair thinning. It is an unsung superhero of our hair and beauty
woes. It is known to condition and
improve the overall health of your
tresses; thanks to the presence of
anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and
emollient properties. While it may
be a one-stop solution for most
hair problems, it is said to be the
most effective in preventing hair
loss. Hair loss can be due to many
reasons; some of them beingstress, medications, nutritional imbalance, rapid weight loss and hormonal issues. Coconut oil has the
potential to protect your hair from
falling and further help them grow
stronger and healthier. Let's look
at some benefits coconut oil has to
offer for hair loss and some hair
packs that you can bring into use to
grow happy and healthy tresses.
Benefits of coconut oil for hair

1. Coconut oil is like sebum,
which is body's own natural oil
that helps keep the scalp from drying out and also coats hair roots to
protect them from damage. A welloiled scalp is surely a way to keep
your hair follicles healthy.

2. Coconut oil has lauric acid that

helps bind the protein in hair, protects the roots and strands and
prevent them from breakage.

3. The antioxidants present in

coconut oil help boost healthy hair
growth.

4. Coconut oil is known to penetrate the hair shaft, protecting it
against environmental pollutants
and excess heat.

5. Coconut oil contains anti-

fungal and anti-bacterial properties that help protect against any
bacterial problems that can inhibit
hair growth. It helps provide overall nourishment to your hair and
scalp.

6. Coconut oil is known to act as a
natural conditioner that helps keep
your hair soft and shiny.
Massaging with coconut oil helps
improve blood circulation, further
ensuring that the nutrients nourish
your follicles.
How to use coconut oil for hair
loss?

Deep conditioning

1. Wash your hair with a shampoo and do not condition them.

2. Now, heat some coconut oil in a
bowl.

3. Once you hair have completely
dried, start applying it to your hair
and massage it into your scalp.

4. Comb your hair to ensure the

oil has penetrated in your scalp
and it has coated every strand of
your hair.

5. Cover your hair with a shower
cap and leave it for 45 minutes.
You can also leave it overnight.
Rinse it off with shampoo again.
Use this technique whenever you
plan to wash your hair.
Fight Dandruff
Take aloe vera gel and coconut oil
in a bowl and mix them properly.
Apply this mixture on your hair
and leave it for an hour. This pack
is said to help moisturise your hair
scalp, thereby solving problem of
hair loss.
Coconut oil and olive oil hair
pack
These two oils are said to condition
your hair and fight dryness, further
boosting your hair growth giving
you soft, frizz-free hair. Mix coconut oil and olive oil in a bowl and
heat them. Massage the solution
onto your hair and scalp. Soak a
towel in hot water, wring out the
excess water and wrap it around
your head. Leave it for about an
hour and wash it off with a mild
shampoo. Follow this process regularly. (food.ndtv.com)

The SINUKMANI Festival
The town of Rosario is one of the
oldest towns established in the
Province of Batangas. Established
in 1687 with the help of by Augustinian friars, the town is strategically located and has access to and
from other vital cities and municipalities – Lipa City on the North,
Batangas City on the Southwestern
and Quezon Province on the EastSoutheast.

delicacy prepared only when there
are a number of men around because cooking it requires a lot of
muscle – the more cooked the
malagkit gets, the heavier it gets as
well. It is best eaten as a meryenda,
each slice on a piece of banana leaf,
and served with a strong cup of
kapeng barako. Or it can also be
taken as a desert to top a rich meal
during fiestas and other festivities.

Blessed with rich soil and vast
plains, it is no wonder that agriculture remains as one of the foremost sources of income among local residents. In fact, Rosario is
known as the Rice Granary of Batangas, the major local source of
rice in the province. It thus comes
as no surprise that Rosario has also come to be known for its ricebased delicacies that have also
come to be intertwined with local
culture.

It is a favorite particularly during
weddings not only because of its
taste but also because of what it
signifies. It is sticky – for unity and
a strong, binding relationship. It is
sweet – for sweetness in a relationship. Cooking it requires muscle –
just as a relationship requires
much effort in order to make it
work.

One such delicacy is the sinukmani
– a concoction made of malagkit
rice, coconut milk and sugar, much
like the biko in appearance but
with a variation. The sinukmani is
topped with caramelized latik for
added flavor.
The sinukmani is not everyday fare
for local residents. It is a special

The Sinukmani is also a favorite
fare during Undas or All Saints’
Day when families come together
to pray for and reminisce on their
loved ones who have passed away.
Such is the sinukmani. As rich and
filling as the culture and history of
the people of Rosario. As sweet
and unique as the smiles that welcome friends and guests to this
peaceful town. wowbatangas.com
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Marielle Loro is
Miss Manila 2018

PIDC SLATES
PAGEANTRY 2018
an "Experience of a Lifetime"

by Suzy S.J. Llanera

Summer is here and the heat is on.
The Philippine Independence Day
Council (PIDC) is gearing into one
of its first events in 2018. PIDC is
holding the most prestigious beauty pageant in the community,
where they select the Miss Philippines PIDC and the Little Miss Philippines PIDC to be the Ambassadors of Goodwill.

L-R: Crystal Jade Castillo (2nd Runner Up), Miss Manila 2018 Marielle Loro,
Clarisse Joy Bucao (1st Runner Up). PHOTO BY LARRY & PAUL

This year, there are six candidates,
namely, Rhonet Julian, Denicer
Catacutan, Jhamaica Quines, Ida
Catipon, Mia Grace Mahinay and
Melanie May Lazaro, vying for the
Title of Miss Philippines PIDC. The
winner of the Miss Philippines
PIDC 2018 not only will covet the
Title, but also will receive two major prizes - a Round Trip ticket to
the Philippines, sponsored by Norma Carpio of Imperial Travel and
Tours and a gift certificate from
RomNami's life changing SKINCARE Products, donated by Edna
Tiosen of Rodan + Fields.
The seven contestants competing
for the Little Miss Philippines PIDC
are Chelsea Star Cortez Zghelb,
Shanegelica Aludud, Gabrielle
Louise Anders, Monica Mae Masiglat, Catherine Rala, Danna Leigh
Elloso and Maesha Padilla.

Toronto Mayor John Tory and MP Michael Levitt with the PIDC Miss Philippines candidates at the historical 1st Philippine flag-raising held at Mabuhay
Gardens Park in Little Manila, North York. PHOTO BY LARRY TORRES.

The winners will each receive a
Cash Prize, a Title, a Crown, a Sash,
and a Bouquet of Flowers. The contestants will have the opportunity
to participate in all the PIDC
Events, such as, the most anticipat-

ed and popular Fashion Show at
the Mabuhay Philippines Festival,
as well as, in the Santacruzan and
Parade of Associations. A panel of
Judges is carefully chosen and will
hold the most difficult task in the
competition.
You are all invited to watch the
PIDC Pageant on Saturday, June 23,
2018 to be held at the Isabel Bader
Theatre, 93 Charles Street West,
Toronto, Ontario. The Little Miss
Philippines PIDC is from 2:00pm 5:00pm and the Miss Philippines
PIDC is from 7:00pm - 10:00pm.
For further details and inquiries,
please contact either Rory Elefano
at aelefano@ymail.com or Gene
Elamparo
at
jeanpardo28@gmail.com
Mark your calendars: The Mabuhay
Philippines Festival is slated on
Saturday, August 25th to Sunday,
August 26th at Nathan Phillips
Square, 100 Queen Street West,
Toronto ON.
PIDC is looking for food vendors
and exhibitors. Email Gene Elamparo at jeanpardo28@gmail.com
for applications. Any further information, please contact PIDC President Karen Pascual-Binaday, either
at kathreen@rogers.com or info@pidctoronto.com or call her at
(416) 897-6697.
Please visit us at
www.pidctoronto.com (ssl)
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Religious Inspirations

Even the WAVES obey Him...

National Shrine of our Mother of Perpetual Help

St. Patrick’s Catholic Church
131 McCaul St, Toronto
(416) 598-3269

WEEKLY WEDNESDAY MASS & DEVOTIONS:
7:30 am * 9:30am * 12 noon, * 2:30pm * 5:05pm * 7:00pm

Religious people live four years
longer than atheists, study finds
Abstinence, meditation and social ties may all be a factor in increased longevity
Alex Matthews-King Health
Correspondent

Religious people live on
average four years longer
than their agnostic and
atheist peers, new research
has found.
The difference between
practising worshippers and
those who were not part of
a religious group could be
down to a mix of social
support,
stress-relieving
practices and abstaining
from unhealthy habits, the
authors suggest.
For the study, a team of
Ohio University academics,
including associate professor of psychology Christian
End, analysed more than
1,500 obituaries from
across the US to piece together how the defining
features of our lives affect
our longevity.
These records include religious affiliations and marriage details as well as in-

formation on activities,
hobbies and habits, which
can help or hinder our
health, not otherwise captured in census data.
The study, published in Social Psychological and Personality Science today,
found that on average people whose obituary mentioned they were religious
lived an extra 5.64 years.
Life expectancy was still
3.82 years longer in religious people when they
statistically controlled for
marriage rates, a factor
which has been shown to
increase life expectancy
and help stave off disease.
“The study provides persuasive evidence that there
is a relationship between
religious participation and
how long a person lives,”
said Baldwin Way, coauthor of the study and associate professor of psychology at Ohio State University.

JUNE 2018
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The major part of the study
used more than 1,000 obituaries from newspapers in
42 states. But a further
analysis of 500 obituaries
from the Des Moines Register, a paper in Iowa, found
the effect was more pronounced and religion was
associated with an extra
6.48 years of life, suggesting living in a more religious area might have an
extra effect.
Religious participation often goes hand-in-hand with
increased participation in
activities and social groups,
which might help tackle
loneliness and sedentary
lifestyles that could also
shorten life expectancy.
But analysis of activities
mentioned in the report
found this accounted for a
fraction of the effect.
“We found that volunteerism and involvement in

Pope Francis: Holy
Spirit tells bishops
and popes when to
step down
At the end of his morning
homily Tuesday, Pope Francis
asked Catholics to pray for
priests, bishops, and the pope,
who he said, must learn to
leave their posts when it becomes necessary.
Preaching May 15 at the Vatican’s Santa Marta Residence,
the pope noted that St. Paul,
who was “compelled by the
Holy Spirit” to leave Ephesus
and journey to Jerusalem,
“shows us the pathway for
every bishop when it’s time to
take his leave and step down.”
“When I read this, I think
about myself,” Pope Francis
said, “because I am a bishop
and I must take my leave and
step down.”
“I am thinking of all bishops,”
the pope continued. “May the
Lord grant all of us the grace
to be able to take our leave
and step down in this way
[like Paul], with that spirit,
with that strength, with that
love for Jesus Christ and this
faith in the Holy Spirit.”
“All pastors must take our
leave. There comes a moment
where the Lord tells us: go
somewhere else, go there, go
this way, come to me. And one
of the steps a pastor must do
is to prepare himself to take
good leave, not to leave halfway," he added.

Pastors, he said, must learn to
say goodbye, purifying their
bonds with the Church “for
the cross of Jesus.”
Pope Francis has previously
hinted at the possibility that
he might resign, saying in
2015 that the Catholic Church
should not have “leaders for
life,” and noting in 2014 that
Pope Benedict XVI’s 2013 resignation “cleared a path” for
future papal resignations.
During his homily, Francis
also said that St. Paul was uncompromising in ministry,
saying that service without
compromise is essential for
pastors wishing to find peace.
He said that such uncompromising service is the result of
humility, saying that pastors
and bishops must remember
that they are not “the center
of history.”
The pope also praised St.
Paul’s dependence on Divine
Providence, which he said is
“a witness, as well as an announcement and a challenge.”
CNA/EWTN News

(Continued on page 17)

IN LOVING MEMORY
NELSON CASTAÑEDA CARINGAL

April 11, 1949

May 24, 2018

Passed away peacefully surrounded by family at the age of 69 after an almost 2-year battle with cancer. Loving husband of the late Clotilde; father of Nova and her husband,
Marvin Tolentino; Christine and her husband, Luis Urrego; and Clarieza and her husband,
Loic Rebollo. Amazing grandfather to Alexia, Isabella, Lucas, and Zoe. Predeceased by his
parents, Marcial and Concepcion, and by his brother, Dante; and survived by his sister,
Violeta and her husband, Victor Hernandez.
Nelson will always be remembered for his innate kindness, unending generosity, and
lasting friendships. He will be forever missed and cherished by everyone who knew him.
On June 2, 2018, Nelson was laid to rest at Pine Ridge Memorial Gardens.

MIRIAM LUMBO

Miriam was born in Victorias, Negros Occidental, Philippines to Pedro Jimenez and Maxima Munoz, the youngest
in the family.
She married Antonio Lumbo Sr. and was blessed with 7
children; Arlene, Bheng, Ann, Allan, Abbie, Alice and Aries.
She extended her unconditional love as a mother to Reynaldo(deceased), Ronaldo(deceased), Myrna, Sonia, Larry
and Jun. Her passion and interest is her family, cooking,
gardening and sewing. She devoted much of her time as a
wife, mother and a friend to everyone.
Her charm and smile set enlightened at any given moment.
She’s a cheerful and optimistic person and in her walked
of life she finds peace in the light of Seventh Day Adventist
and placed her life to serve.
She was survived by 11 children, 38 Grand Children, 31
Great Grand Children and 2 Great Great Grandchildren.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Risking his voice, Ice Seguerra
reveals starting hormone
replacement therapy
He acknowledged that beginning
his transition to a man by undergoing hormone replacement therapy
is a "big risk." He is a singer after
all and the treatment will no doubt
have an effect on his voice, causing
it to sound deeper.

and butter" and his way of supporting his family, he claimed:
"Siguro naman iyong ganda ng boses ay hindi mag-iiba. It's just that
bababa lang siya ng kaunti."
Seguerra has long come out as
trans, even asking his fans back in
December to stop using Aiza and to
call him Ice --a nickname his family
and friends have called him for
years.

But it is one risk Ice Seguerra is
more than willing to take, as he
admitted that he's no longer happy
with his female body.
"It's hard to wake up everyday seeing that you are in this body and
alam mo na hindi naman ito dapat
iyon," he said during his interview
on "Tonight with Boy Abunda" this
Thursday.

He said that part of the reason was
that the name Aiza reminded him
of the days he wore pigtails while
performing on television.
"As time goes by, alam mo iyon kapag tinatawag kang Aiza ay parang
hindi na ikaw iyon,' he said.

This was the first time Seguerra
openly talked about his plans of
getting surgical reassignment. He
revealed that he has begun his hormone therapy, but calmed fears
about it affecting his voice.

Seguerra has been married to his
partner, Liza Dino, for three years.
He said his wife has been supportive in his journey towards becoming a man. ABS-CBN NEWS

Saying that singing is his "bread

The authors suggested that the remaining life expectancy might be a
result of religious people being
more likely to abstain from alcohol
and drug use and other behaviours
that could affect life expectancy –
though these were not regularly
recorded in obituaries.

Religious people live 4
years longer than...
(Continued from page 16)

social organisations only accounted
for a little less than one year of the
longevity boost that religious affiliation provided,” said Laura Wallace, the study’s lead author.

There also may be a benefit of
“stress reducing practices” such as
meditation, yoga or prayer, Dr Way
added. ∎

“There’s still a lot of the benefit of
religious affiliation that this can’t
explain.”

Watch TV host

Joel Recla
with his guests

Docu on Filipino transwoman
wins in Toronto LGBT fest

Every Friday 8pm
on FTV
Channel 869

By: Regina Mae Parungao

A documentary on the murder of a
Filipino transgender woman won
the Best Documentary Audience
Award at the Inside Out LGBT Film
Festival held in Toronto, Canada
recently.
Produced and directed by PJ Raval,
“Call Her Ganda” revisits the case of
Jennifer Laude, a 26-year-old Filipino transwoman who was murdered by a marine officer in Olongapo four years ago. The documentary follows the lives of three women invested in the case.
In the film’s official website
(http://www.callherganda.com),
Direk PJ describes “Call Her Ganda”
as a “modern David and Goliath
story” as it “forges a visually daring
and profoundly humanistic geopolitical investigative expose.”
In a message sent to Bulletin Entertainment, PJ said, “It was an honor
to win the Best Documentary Audience Award at Inside Out. Since the
award was chosen by the audience,
I am touched knowing Jennifer’s
story is reaching audiences worldwide.”
The director said he hopes to bring

(Waves of our Lives)

www.pinoyradio.com
Sundays 8:30 pm - 9:00pm
Host:

KUYA NESTOR

the film to the Philippines soon.
According to its website, Inside Out
LGBT Film Festival that was established in 1991 “exists to challenge
attitudes and change lives through
the promotion and exhibition of
films and videos made by and
about lesbian, gay, bisexual and
trans people of all ages, races and
abilities.”
The film made its world premiere
at the Tribeca Film Festival early
this year. It was also named as the
Outstanding North American Documentary Feature at the Los Angeles
Pacific Film Festival last May.
American digital and print magazine The Hollywood reporter said
the
film
proves
to
be
“simultaneously heartbreaking and
inspirationa.”
“…it’s the tragic story of Jennifer’s
slaying and the search for justice
by the three female figures at its
center that gives ‘Call Her Ganda’
its emotional power. Handling its
complex issues and complicated
plot developments with forceful
clarity, the film proves simultaneously heartbreaking and inspirational.” ∎
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Mon Torralba
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Morissette to wow Toronto fans in a concert

August 4, 2018 - SAVE THE DATE
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We work hard in helping hard workers get hired

647.793.9707
ALHAMMER.COM
<<< NOW HIRING >>>

60Meat
MeatPackers
Packers

Mushroom
Pickers
for employment
Maintenance Workers
647 470-8458 | 647 470-8427
647 470-8458 | 647 470-8427
1 High Meadow Place, Units 1 & 5
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M9L 0A3
Phone: 647-793-9706

Fax: 416-745-9735

We provide jobs for workers
in the following areas:

AGRICULTURE
Mushroom Pickers
Worm Pickers
Vegetable Growers
Flower Workers
Greenhouse Workers
Farm Workers
Livestock Workers
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